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The next hundred years
In the past September we gathered in Copenhagen
on the Euro Sea and launch this challenge in our
navigations, Promote Scouting trough sea Scouting, the next 100 years.
In the past ones, in each of our countries we gave
youngsters the opportunities to grow in the scout
method, and playing the scout game diving in sea
waters and sea culture. They have learned values
camping and sailing, feeling the rows in their hands
and the salt in their noses. They lived in a double
fraternity, one the Scout Movement, other the one
built between all of us that sailed trough the waters:
fisherman, servicemen, sailors, sportsman, and sea
Scouts.
All of us had worked for peace, values, youth, sea
safety and a sustainable world in our daily actions,
in the scout movement for leaders in particular and
for all sea Scouts in general.
The next 100 years are starting in a challenging way,
where communications velocity and capability give
us the general the idea that we leave in a small village, but in reality it just shouted to all of us the diversity of our blue sphere. The Sea joined and colour
this volume, and keeps an infinity in its deeps. One
of the next frontiers for mankind, that we probably
will cross many times in this century.
So sea Scouting is more relevant than 100 years ago,
where We need our youngsters to live and learn our
values, ideals and knowledge of Society and Nature with a “Sea” interest. That is our goal in each
sea Scout, leaving this world better in a daily basis
where will became a major parts in our lives.
For us to permanently sharing ideas, techniques,
news and know about each other a new Odysseus
group was chosen, our common website is renewed,
and other news to come.
In September 2014 in Bruges, we will meet in a new
EuroSea to share ideas, courses, charts to achieve
this goals in each of realities. We hope to create the
best cabins and environments to do it…
Nuno Baptista Jacinto
Chairman of Odysseus 2012-2014
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A new Odysseus group were
elected in Copenhagen in September
2012, and started working on several fronts,
towards the goal of creating instruments for us
all to work towards a best scouting trough Sea.
Presently getting new routines, updating
the new website, and making the first
rigging for next Eurosea in Bruges are
our main goals.
Nuno Jacinto

He started in Scouting in 1982, working in sea
scouting at national level since 1997, in both
in program and in logistics. Have been attending sea
scout seminars since Portugal (except Check Republic),
and He has been in Odysseus between Finland and Ireland,
and now back to group has chairman.
Presently I’m the leader of sea scout group 1100, Lisbon
(CNE) and regurlaly collaborate in the national sea scout
team. Out side scouting life I’m the father of two lovely young
girls, and a landscape architect. In Portugal we are preparing
our national sea scout camp (Oceanos) in August, where in
can find me in the organization team.

Kris

Ernst Jan
is member of the Jan Pieterszoon Coengroep Zeeverkenners
in Utrecht. A water scout troop (in
the Netherlands it is called waterscouts,
not seascouts), still having sea scouts in their
name, owning a guardship. He is one of the skippers
of this guardship, and member of its maintenance team.
Beside this he chairman of one of the regional waterscout
organisations, called Admiraliteit 12. One of the activities
is organising every year a watercamp for all the waterscouts
in his region (including cupscouts at waterscouttroops).
On national level he is a webcontent manager for the waterscouts. He has been contentmanager for the Nawaka site in
2006, and member of the sitecrew of waterscouting.com (an
unoffical seascoutssite in the Netherlands). In Odysseus he is
our webmaster of our site www.seascouts.eu and is working
directly with Kris.

Kris comes from FOS, in Belgium, particularly from Bruges,
a long time harbour for many navigations. Besides being his
scout group leader he working on the seascout program documents and Manuals in Belgium. He is a sailor and usually sails
boats in the Netherlands waterways, and makes annual sailing journeys to the Med.

Ondrej Odokienko

Satu Raudasoja

Benoit Leduc

started in Odysseus group as chairman in 2010 and continuing now as a member. She has been attending Eurosea
seminars since Ireland 2008. Outside scouting life she’s doing her Master Thesis on User centered product development
and training 7’s rugby. In Finland’s scouting she’s the team
leader for the International team of their national Sea Scout
camp Satahanka. They welcome all Sea Guides & Scouts to
our great camp! In 2013 She’s also a vice chairman of a team
organizing Sea Scout activities on the capital area of Finland.

Responsible coordination of Sea Scouting in France, started
in Odysseus in 2012 and is taking the inventory of navigation
rules, and sea scouts normative trough all Europe.

Coming from Slovakia, started in Odysseus in 2012, and is
our ambassador networking responsible, with his look from
Central Europe and a special view from educational sciences
and Slovakian rivers.

www.seascouts.eu
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Eurosea seminar 11
in Copenhagen
European Sea Scouting seminar Eurosea 11 was held in Copenhagen, Denmark, on the 19th to 23rd September
2012. It was the 11th seminar that collected together Sea Scout leaders from
around Europe and the world. 19 countries were represented and we were together 53 Sea Scout leaders, of which
three persons were planning team
members and 12 persons host team
members. The Arab Region was also officially invited to send observers to the seminar, and we were
happy have four Sea Scout leaders from Libya.
The seminar had three aims: developing the international
dimension of Sea Scouting, sharing Best Practices and ideas

for Sea Scouting development, and promoting safe practices.
We aimed at these through presentations, activities, workshops, formal and informal discussions and networking. The
program included same elements as in previous Euroseas, for
example sightseeing, sailing, international evening, a guest
from the European Scout Office, local evening and elections
of the new Odysseus group. Also some new elements were introduced: get to know each other activities in the beginning
4

Irish Sea Scout
Centenary
and outdoor activity ”walk and talk”.
The most important outcomes of the seminar were voting
the new Odysseus group (you can find more detailed information on another article), choosing Belgium as the hosting
country for the next Eurosea and opening the new European
Sea Scouts webpage www.seascouts.eu. It was also decided
that Odysseus Group will not organize any international Sea
Scout events during the next 2 years but Odysseus will promote events organized by Sea Scout leaders in different countries. In 2013 and 2014 Rafal Klepacz (Poland) organizes international Sea Scout sailing trips with the Polish boat S/Y
Zawisza Czarny, and Odysseus supports these sailing trips.
I really enjoyed the seminar, even though mostly I was busy
on organizing the program. Meeting all the Sea Scout leaders from different countries
gave me a feeling of belonging to the worldwide Scout
movement. I want to give a
warm and big thanks to the
hosting team and the head
of the hosting team, Ron
Brown, for the good job they
did. Also I want to thank all
the people who facilitated a
workshop or gave their presentation during the seminar.
The seminar would not have
been as great as it was without your effort!
I hope we are able to develop
the seminar even better for
the Eurosea 12 in Brugge, Belgium, in 2014! If you have ideas
how to make it even better, contact the head of the seminar,
Kris Bauters. My time as the chairman of the Odysseus ended
in the Eurosea 11 and it was a very good ending. See you latest
on the next Eurosea!
Satu Raudasoja
Member of Odysseus group, Finland

The Sea Scout Centenary 1912-2012 was launched on Saturday 14th April 2012 in Croke Park, Dublin. Over 600 Sea
Scouts, Venture, Rovers and their leaders travelled from all
over Ireland to take part in a full day of events. Scouts started
arriving from 11.00hrs. onwards by foot, bus, train, coach and
even we noticed a passing barge along the Royal Canal.
From the moment scouts
arrived they were treated
to light refreshments and
a place on the Cusack
stand to join in the true
scout spirit, with entertainment by Christy McCann. Guests started to
arrive. The Chief Scout was
welcomed by being piped
aboard by members of 8th
Port Dunlaoghaire Sea
Scouts (Fodhla). A minutes
silence was called for all
past members of Sea Scouting and Scouting. Special
remembrance for those who
volunteered and went to sea
during World War One and
Two and for all souls lost at
sea. May their souls rest in
peace?
The formal part of the day
began by assembling all scouts and leaders into the shape of
the Scouts Fleur-de-Lys in the courtyard of the Cusack Stand.
Lines by line the scouts arrived and were filtered around the
outside of the marked out shape on the cobble lock bricks.
The photographer Sheldon Long is lifted forty foot into the
sky and snaps the now famous shaped photo.
Scouts and Leaders got the chance to meet the Chief Scout
and exchange greetings and ideas for the coming years. A special raffle took place with sponsored prizes from P&O Irish
Ferries, Croke Park GAA Museum, Microsoft Games and an
IPod shuffle.
As scouts began to disperse and make their way home some
groups stayed in the Dublin area for the night and twinned
with a Dublin Sea Scout troop and carried out a joint activity,
made friends and completed activities for gaining the Centenary Badge.
Kevin Rowan

Sea Scout Centenary, Croke Park

Scouts Fleur-de-Lys Points to True North
for launch of Irish Sea Scout Centenary
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90th birthday of Sea Scouting in Lithuania
90 knots to 90th harbour

This year there is 90th anniversary of Sea Scouting in
Lithuania. The first Sea Scout
unit was founded by Julius
Jurgėla Jurgelevičius in 1922.

respect for scouts. He highlited the importance of our generation to keep history and real values alive. He says, he is proud
of our efforts and works he sees especially because he is a scout
himself. Being a member of scouts community is really nice
and unforgetable experience in his life.

We had some big events this
year for celebrating this date.
First of all, traditional Sea
Scout birthday was organized in March, Kaunas, second biggest city of Lithuania. We had around 100 participants, an
interesting programme and a badge of Sea Scouts of Lithuanian scouting presented.

Furthermore, the member of European Parliament, professor
Vytautas Landsbergis came to congretulate sea scouts. (5th
photo)

Then in summer there was an international bike hike
on the cost of the Baltic Sea and international camp
with water scouts from Czech republic (Ostrava) “90
mazgų“ (“90 knots”) organized. The friendship was
started in “Eurosea10” (Czech republic, Pilsen), when
leaders from hosting country and Lithuania decided to
experience european dimmension of sea scouting with their
units. (1st photo)
In early autumn venture scouts organized season closing event
near Trakai, Skaistis lake. We had rowing and paddling, sailing
activities. Symbolic name of the event was “To 90th harbour”.
There was the first photo with Centennial Sea Scout Flag taken. (2nd photo) The flag was brought from “Eurosea11” seminar (Denmark, Copenhagen) by Lithuanian participants Jurgis Uleckas and Birutė Taraskevičiūtė.
After that was the last important event – conference „90th anniversary of Sea Scouts in Lithuania“ – organised. One more
photo with Centennial Sea Scout flag was also taken in the
Parliament of Republic of Lithuania with all
the participants. (3rd photo)
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So, on 20th of October, 2012 Sea Scouts
and their friends gathered in The Parliament of Republic of Lithuania. We all came
there to celebrate anniversary of Lithuanian Sea Scouts and disscuss, understand
better and present an idea of Lithuania
as marine country, morevoer, values and
aims of sea scouting, an importance of the
movement in general in creating a better
world, growing responsible citizens and
the future. Conference was organized by
Sea Scouts of Lithuanian Scouting. (4th
picture)
All the participants were congretulated by
President of Republic of Lithuania Valdas
Adamkus. In order, he couldn‘t come himself, he posted his speech with kind joy and

The Sea Scout leader of Lithuanian scouting Jonas Dragūnas
presented the chronology of sea scouts‘ life in Lithuania, starting in 1922 until now. In 1995 scouting organizations in
Lithuania were splitted. In Sea Scout groups of our organization, Lithuanian scouting, there are aproximatelly
200 children and youngsters, educated by sea scouting
values.
There was also a speech in conferrence about scouting values and challenges of the world of today, which
scouts leaders and young people face to. The speech was
performed by scout, docent of Vilnius university, Faculty
of Philosophy Jolita Buzaitytė-Kašalynienė. Organizers are
happy that disccusion about basic values was set in deep intelectual dimenssion. According to the speaker, Lithuanian
scouting educates young people by giving them responsibility
of making decissions and taking responsibility of the results of
their own decissions. „By letting young people to manage the
organization we educate them already.“
Another speaker, scout, proffessor Valdas Rakutis, regarding
to this thought, emphasized that Sea Scouts are even more important, because there are more waters than lands in a world.
He wished this conference to be an inspiration for further dis-

ccussions of all responsible institutions which
take care of Lithuania as marine country,
which educate marines. It would help to understand the main idea of our roles and realise
what aims are possible to seek together.
Valdemaras Vizbaras, captain of Klaipėda‘s
university sailing boat, the biggest one in
Lithuania, „Brabander“, wished Sea Scouts
to gain more experience of real sea scouting.
It seems that partnerships with this yacht
could open opportunities for more youngsters to experience sailing in a sea and to compare it with one in a lake. There was also Simonas Steponavičius, a captain of legendary
yacht „Ambersail“, which made a sailing trip
around the world and connected all lithuanian communities in the world during millennium years of Lithuanian name in 2009. Accoring to him, it‘s really important to dream,
because „dreaming is not harmful, harmful is
not to dream.“ (6th photo)
After the conference, organised for presenting
sea scouting yesterday and today, actuality of
sea scouting in education process, Lithuania‘s
as marine country situation and to celebrate
90 anniversary of Sea Scouting in Lithuania,
there was inspired discussion about new opportunities to make sea scouting wider. It‘s really important that first steps of partnerships
and friendships are done already.
Birutė Taraskevičiūtė
Leader of Sea Scouts of Lithuanian Scouting
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Scouting Ireland One Programme

	
  

Fair Sailing
One programme promotes
the youth members personal
journey ensuring opportunities
to develop individual potential
and contribution to the team
effort.

incorporating the Nautical Training Scheme.

Scouting Ireland is reaching the end of the
implementation and roll out of the One
Programme. Its’ brand new programme that
emphasises the importance of the development
of the young person through his/her individual
journey i.e. Personal Progressive Scheme(PPS).
Along with the PPS the programmes elements include Adventure Skills, Special Interest badges, Chief Scouts Awards
in every section and Activities. Sea Scouting also introduced
a further element to enchance the experience of young people who wished to undertake their training through a nautical framework. This Nautical Training scheme is open to all
scouts whether they be sea scouts or other wise.
Within each Section’s nautical training scheme there are a
number of achievement badges, three each in Beaver Scout,
Cub Scout and Scout Sections, four in Venture Scout Section
and two in Rover Scout Section, each building on the previous badge in the scheme without excluding the possibility of
a youth member joining the badge scheme in a later section.
The progress badges in the Venture Scout and Rover Scout
sections will incorporate a project based methodology that
will introduce Scouts to the essential life skill of committing
to and following through with projects, with a wide scope to
include areas such as expedition planning and obtaining recognised qualifications.
Each badge progressively inducts the youth member further
into the symbolic framework, with the aim of supporting this

pillar of the Scout Method so that the youth member’s mind is
stimulated, and a purpose can be provided for activities.
Beaver Section.
The Nautical training scheme offers all Beaver
Scouts the chance to develop maritime skills individually, as a lodge or as a colony.
There are three progressive badges in the Nautical
Training Scheme. These are called Coracle, Currach and Skiff. The Beaver scouts will begin by
learning how to be safe around water as well as learning a little
about the environment and how ships navigate. Later they will
learn about boats and boating that may take place around their
local area.
The Boat badges can be used as a theme to the regular programme adding nautical flavour and possibly culminating in an
activity in or on the water.
The scheme offers plenty of opportunities for the Beavers
Scouts to learn new things and put that to practical use in fun
and challenging way.
Cub Section.
The Nautical training scheme offers all Cub
Scouts the chance to develop maritime skills.
The Cubs, as a six or indeed individually can
identify a part of the Boatman badge to take
them through the next step of their journey. The
badge is divided into 3 sections bronze, silver and
gold and are progressive. If as a beaver they have completed the
Boat badge they will have learned the basics of safety on the wa-

ter. This message of safety should permeate their achievement
of the Boatman badge with a development of skills around a
number of areas under the headings of Skills, Safety, Voyage,
Maintenance, Navigation, Communication and water activities.
Activity planning can centre around the water with the learning
of and experiencing, for example ropework, what to wear, some
knowledge of the parts of a boat and how to recognise an admiralty chart. The cubs are also be offered a chance to engage with
a scout troop who would be in the process of maintaining and
repairing their boats for the boating season.
Scout Section
Nautical Competencies: The Helmsman.
The Nautical Training scheme offers all Scouts
the chance to develop maritime skills. The scout
helmsman is divided into 3 levels, bronze, silver and gold and is a follow on from the Boatman, achievable in the Cub Section. The Scout
Helmsman badge is based around 8 areas of

competency.
Core skills for water activities: Water Safety; Water Activitie;
Navigation; Communications; Nautical heritage; Boat Maintenance, repairs, etc; Weather and Tides.
The scout chooses do the Helmsman and builds on the skills
and knowledge learnt in the previous sections, if applicable, or
can commence their journey gaining knowledge in all things
nautical and planning around water activities.
Venture Scout Section
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Fair Sailing
Stephanie McCann
National Sea Scouting Team – Ireland.
One Programme promotes confidence in
our young members and integrates the skills
required to ensure safe, exhilarating, challenging experiences on the water.

The Nautical Training Scheme for Venture
Scouts allows the Venture Scouts to develop
their maritime skills. It follows on from the
Scout section but can be completed by a Venture scout who was not in the Scout section,
or did not pursue the Helmsman badge at the
time. There are four stages to be completed, each
stage being centred on th veight areas of competency of: Core
Skills; Water Safety; Technical Skills; Navigation and Chartwork; Signalling; Nautical Heritage; Maintenance; Weather and
Tides.
The scheme is designed to work with the programme cycle in

the Venture scout section and may be undertaken by an individual Venture scout, by a small group, or indeed by the entire
Venture Scout unit.
To meet the requirements a Venture Scout must get afloat several times.
Rover Scouts – Mariner Badge(Pin)
The Nautical Training Scheme
for Rover Scouts follows on
from Venture however someone who was not in Venture
Scouts or did not follow the
Nautical Training Scheme may still be able to take it on.
There is a very close fit between the Nautical Training Scheme
and the Rover Scout Personal Porgressive Scheme.
There are two stages in the Mariner badge.
The first requires the Rover Scout to participated in an expedition afloat, in a number of events, undertake an environmental
project and begin working towards a qualification. The second
requires the Rover Scout to take a leadership role in expeditions,
to be pro-active in tackling a problem identified in the project,
to participate in a number of events and to complete the qualification started in the first stage.
If a Rover Scout completes the requirments for the Nautical
Training Scheme they will also satisfy the requirments for the
Personal Progressive Scheme.
The implementation of this scheme has been successful within
the Sea Scout troops and has also given opportunities to troops
and indeed groups who are no sea scouts but have an interest
in activities on the water. As an organisation we see new troops
opening under the guise of sea scouting due to location, interests of leaders etc., To date we have not completed an overall
evaluation of the scheme however with our 100 years Celebration conference coming up this November we may have more
insights.
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News

Future Events
Destination
Bruges,

The Gathering

next Eurosea’s
location

Known as the Venice of the
North, Bruges is one of the
most beautiful cities in Europe.
It was a justified motive that prompted UNESCO in
2000 to include the entire historical city centre on the
World Heritage list.

“Mar que nos Une VI”
As 2013 has officially been branded the year of “The Gathering”
in Ireland we decided to slightly alter our annual sailing regatta;
we invite both National & International Scout Groups to join
us on the shores of Malahide for a weekend of race and sharing.
The regatta will be held in Malahide Yacht Club, Broadmeadows
Estuary on Saturday 24th August.
more info on http://www.malahideseascouts.ie/regatta-2013/

Nawaka 2014

Our friends from Holland will have
their National Waterscout camp in Roermond,
Nawaka 2014, for more information check
https://nawaka.scouting.nl/

Walking along the maze of winding cobbled alleys and
romantic canals, you imagine yourself to be in medieval times.
The wealth of museums is a striking image of this city’s stirring
history.
Bruges is also home to contemporary culture, such as the new
Concert Hall, which is one of the most prominent music complexes in Flanders. The restaurants in Bruges which offer gastronomic cuisine and the exclusive hotels are a true feast for
those who enjoy the good things in life.

Speelash

And from UK their will be
a Splash in Nottingham.
You can see on http://www.speelash.org.uk/ .
It will be their National seaScout Jamboree also.

Randoya

In Norway it will be the Randoya,
their National seaScout Jamboree.
Look in:
http://www.facebook.com/Randoya2014
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Satahanka

And in Finland their will be a new
edition of the known event Satahanka.
Check on http://www.satahanka.fi/en

Azores, Activity sea cruise

The National Scouts Corps - Portuguese Catholic
Scouting (CNE) - Azores has held regional activities
for nine years, aimed at land and sea scouts of all
the islands of the Azores aboard sailboats (including
Sailboats: Stavros Niarchos, Prince William, Pogoria,
Bounty, Challenger, NRP Creoula and NRP Sagres).
Currently regional activity “Mar que nos Une VI” (“Sea that
Unites Us”) takes place every four years (just as jamborees and
other major regional Scout activities).
Such activities have always relied on the support of the Azores’
Regional Government, through the Regional Directorate for
Youth and from the Portuguese Navy, as well as municipalities
and various private companies.
This year’s (2012) regional activity, “Mar que nos Une VI”, consisted of the boarding of eight scouts, last March, in the british
sailboat Stavros Niarchos and now ( July/August), in the participation of 31 Azorean scouts in the Tall Ships Race 2012.
These young Azorean participated in this worldwide tall ships
regatta, which began in Lisbon on 19 July, having landed in August 3rd in Ílhavo (continental Portugal). The Azorean scouts
participated in the following “legs”: Lisbon/Cadiz and Cadiz/
Ílhavo, onboard sailboats NRP Creoula, NTM Santa Maria Manuela and MIR.
Sea training vessels NRP Creoula and NTM Santa Maria
Manuela, are two former luggers of cod fishing. The NRP
Creoula, belongs to the Portuguese Navy and it’s Captain is
Commander Nuno Cornélio da Silva. It has celebrated 75 years
on last May 10, 25 of them at the service of the Portuguese Navy.
The NTM Santa Maria Manuela, also of the same age and twin
to the NRP Creoula, is commanded by merchant navy’s Captain
António São Marcos and was recently restored by private fishing

company PASCOAL, to which it
belongs. The Mir is a russian sailboat.
Luis Filipe Machado, Deputy Chief
of Group 1197, was the leader of this
activity and his assistant was chief
Rui Esteves (head of Santa Maria’s
Section). This activity was made
through a partnership with APORVELA (Portuguese Sailing Training
Association) and had the support
of the Portuguese Navy, and it embarked Scouts from four islands of
the Azores (S. Miguel, Santa Maria,
Terceira and Pico). The three watchleaders onboard of the lugger NRP Creoula were Chiefs Luis Machado, Marco Cidade
and Carla Cidade. The participants were Sea and Land Scouts
belonging to the Groups of S. Miguel (S.José and Ginetes
Groups), of Vila do Porto (Santa Maria Island); os S. Mateus
(Pico Island); and from Praia da Vitória and S. Bárbara (Terceira
Island).
This activity was visited by the national Chief-Scout of the CNE
(Chief Carlos Alberto Pereira) and the regional Chief-Scout of
CNE- Azores (Chiefder Manuel Luis Pires) and in Lisbon was
followed by a news crew from Flor de Lis. On July 21st the Commanders of the NTM Santa Maria Manuela and NRP Creoula
invited the National Chief-Scout and the leaders of the activity
to lunch at and to dinne, respectively.
The 47 large sailboats, who will participate in this global
race, were moored in the port of Lisbon from the 19th to
the 22nd July. Later, in Cadiz, were joined by another 20
boats (some of the largest in the world). All these yachts,
with all the cloth dropped open, left Lisbon on the afternoon
of July 22nd, passing under the 25th April bridge. 
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In memoriam:
The departure from of Cadiz Basin, occurred on July 29th, with
the 4 Portuguese sailboats (NRP Sagres, NRP Creoula, NTM
Santa Maria Manuela and the caravel Vera Cruz) sailing in
formation.
During the cruise the scouts performed, as is standard in training ships at sea, all functions on board, operating in the watch
system, notably: helm, lookout, deputy officer, deputy quarter-

Ron Brown

		

Ron died friday February 15th in Diakonissehuset Sankt
Lukas Stiftelsen, Hellerup Denmark, a hospice where he was
transferred to after his condition got worse.
We will remember him
as a tr ue Sea Scout,
always willing do to the
best for his fellow scouts.
In the next Aeronaut we
want to publish some
anecdotes you can send
to us.
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master watch, the kitchen ranch, mess clean up and damage control central. Of course much of the morning was dedicated to
the “service formation” (ship’s cleaning and neatness). Moreover most of the day was used in general masts work.
Goes to record that, during the Cadiz/Lisbon leg, NRP Creoula, anchored for a day at large of the Berlengas mini-archipelago
were all the Scout contingent landed.
It is also worth mentioning that the NRP Creoula won the prize
for the “most lively crew” during the “Crew-Parade” held in Lisbon on July 20th.
Luis Filipe Machado
Activity Leader

www.seascouts.eu

His last job for Euro
Sea was last year; the
erection of the statue
of Warington Baden Powell at Gilwell Park, England. And
as a true scout Ron camped there in a very very small tent…
Our condolences go to his family and many many scouting
friends all over the world.
The Odysseus group

